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Executive summary

Rivers predominantly flow over the sediment that they transport. The transport of
sediment causes changes in bed elevation with time. Moreover, sediment is seldom
unisize and is usually comprised of a mixture of different sizes. The different mobility
of fine and coarse sediment causes that the transport not only induces changes in bed
elevation but also in grain size distribution. Worded differently, the bed surface
becomes coarser or finer with time as the flow changes.

A relevant morphodynamic process occurring in alluvial rivers is the formation and
break-up of coarse layers. Under low-flow conditions, the coarsest fractions are too
large to be transported and remain immobile forming a coarse layer while the finest
fractions are transported over them in bedforms such as dunes. Under high-flow
conditions, coarse sediment is mobilized, suddenly entraining sediment that was
protected below the coarse layer.

Rijkswaterstaat, as the authority managing the Dutch river system, is in charge of
guaranteeing, among other things, safe, navigable, and ecologically-rich rivers.
Accurately predicting the morphodynamic development of rivers is key in properly
managing them. This comprises not only predicting the intrinsic behaviour, such as
changes associated to flood events, but also the long-term effect of interventions for
improving the river system, such as nourishments for limiting the existing
degradational trend.

For a better management of the river system, Rijkswaterstaat is interested in
improving the tools available for predicting morphodynamic changes. As such, an
attention point is prediction of the formation and break-up of coarse layers. While there
are modelling concepts available, these present several limitations. A new modelling
concept was recently devised that is capable of better capturing the transport of fine
sediment over a coarse layer as well as break-up and entrainment of coarse sediment
under high-flow conditions. Nevertheless, this new modelling concept has not been
widely applied. Prior to its general application it is necessary to gain knowledge and
understanding of its features.

In this project, the new modelling concept is applied to a laboratory experiment to
evaluate the capacity of the model against detailed measurements. Subsequently, the
model is applied to idealized cases in which the effect of the model parameters is
studied in detail. Finally, implications for field cases are derived.
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1 Introduction

The two state-of-the-art models for predicting morphodynamic changes in the
presence of immobile sediment (i.e., the Struiksma (1999) and the Hirano (1971)
models) present several caveats. These limitations were studied by Chavarrías et al.
(2020). In essence, the model by Struiksma (1999) captures morphodynamic
development in the presence of an immobile sediment layer, but does not model
break-up of the coarse layer. Moreover, the grain size of the material forming the
coarse layer does not affect transport of sediment on top of it, which is not realistic.

The active-layer model captures formation and break-up of an armour layer implicitly
only. The coarse layer is lumped into the active layer and immobile sediment remains
part of the active layer. Hence, break-up and formation of a coarse layer can only be
interpreted from the coarsest fractions of the sediment mixture becoming mobile or
immobile.

Chavarrías et al. (2020) proposed an alternative modelling strategy, the HANNEKE
model, specific for dealing with mixed-size sediment under conditions in which some
of the sediment size fractions in a mixture are not mobilized by the flow. The main
benefit of the HANNEKE model is that, contrary to the active-layer model is explicitly
models the formation and break-up of a coarse layer underneath migrating bedforms.

The HANNEKE model has not been widely applied. For this reason, prior to
application to field cases and projects, here understanding of the model is gained by
means of application to a laboratory case and idealized cases.
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2 Objective and research questions

The objective is to develop guidance for modelling based on:

• selection of modelling approach,
• key parameters to be considered,
• realistic ranges for these parameters,
• approach to calibration.

The following research questions arise:

1 Under which conditions is the HANNEKE model suitable and necessary?
2 What are the essential differences compared to the state-of-the-art model (i.e, the

active-layer or Hirano model)?
3 Which are the most relevant parameters of the HANNEKE model and what is their

role?
4 How sensitive are the results to variation in the model parameters?
5 How should the model parameters be chosen?

The ultimate goal is to provide recommendations for real field applications.

The report is organized as follows. In Section 3 the model is applied to a laboratory
experiment on formation and break-up of an armour layer. In Section 4 the key model
parameters are identified and varied in an idealized one-dimensional set-up that
facilitates understanding. In Section 5 the model is applied to an idealized
two-dimensional set-up for understanding the consequences of the modelling choices
in the 2D pattern. Finally, in Section 6 the field implications are derived.
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3 1D laboratory set-up

Klaassen et al. (1986) and Blom et al. (2003) conducted a similar set of laboratory
experiments using mixed-size sediment. A step-wise hydrograph was imposed such
that both initially and at the end stages only a part of the sediment mixture was mobile
while the bed shear stress during a middle stage was sufficiently large to mobilize all
sediment. During the initial low-flow conditions an armour layer formed which broke
during the high-flow conditions and reformed at a lower position during the final low
flow conditions (see Table 1).

Such experimental data-set is ideal for testing the different modelling concepts and
their ability in reproducing measured data. The experimental data-set by Blom et al.
(2003) may be more suitable than that by Klaassen et al. (1986) due to the more
modern measurement equipment used by the former.

It is relevant to take into consideration that the conditions of the initial phase of the
experiment by Blom et al. (2003) yield an ill-posed mathematical model (Chavarrías
et al., 2019). It may be necessary to slightly modify the grain size distribution or the
load relation to obtain a well-posed model.

In this section the experiment of Blom et al. (2003) is rerun using the approach of
Hirano (1971) and the modified Tuijnder approach of Chavarrías et al. (2020). The first
phase (T5) of the experiment is used to calibrate the transport. The T5 experiment is
run until equilibrium and the bed information is transferred to the simulation of the next
phase T7. A photo of the equilibrium situation in T7 is shown in Figure 3.1. The T7
simulation has a higher discharge, and when it is completed the composition data is
transferred to T9 (which is roughly the same discharge as T5).
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Figure 3.1 Bed form pattern from T7 experiment at equilibrium conditions (from (Blom et al.,
2003))

3.1 Experimental setups
In Table 1 an overview is given of the experiments used for the 1D laboratory set-up.

Case Discharge [m3/s] Depth [m] Width [m] Chézy [m0.5/s] Slope [‰] qb [10−5 m2/s] Dune height [m]

T5 0.254 0.245 1.5 37 1.5 3.15 0.038

T7 0.419 0.3362 (0.354) 1.5 37 (36) 1.5 5.46 0.066

T9 0.254 (0.272) 0.245 (0.260) 1.5 37 (34) 1.5 3.77 0.038

Table 1 Conditions of the T5, T7 and T9 experiments of Blom et al. (2003) as modelled in the
current report. In brackets are the values reported in Blom et al. (2003).

The model is a one cell wide grid with a total length of 50 m and a width of 1.5 m. The
number of grid cells along the length of the flume is 100. The initial sediment
composition is prescribed as bed load sediment fractions where the finest diameter is
0.31 mm and the coarsest is 15.7 mm (Table 2). These are obtained from the
measured data.
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fraction characteristic grain size dk [m]

1 0.00031

2 0.00036

3 0.00040

4 0.00045

5 0.00053

6 0.00067

7 0.00010

8 0.00017

9 0.00294

10 0.00474

11 0.00667

12 0.00831

13 0.01050

14 0.01358

15 0.01576

Table 2 Characteristic grain sizes of the model of the experiments by Blom et al. (2003).

3.2 Calibration
The transport in the T5 simulations is calibrated for the transport formula of
Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948) which reads:

Qbk =

{√
g∆d3k

1−p
Acal (θk − ξkθc)

B for θk − ξkθc > 0

0 θk − ξkθc ≤ 0
, (3.1)

where Qbk is the sediment transport capacity including pores, g =9.81 m/s2 is the
acceleration due to gravity, ∆ = (ρs − ρw)/ρw = 1.65 is the relative sediment
density, θk = u2/ (C2∆dk) [-] is the non-dimensional bed shear stress of size
fraction k, θc = 0.047 [-] is the critical non-dimensional bed shear stress, u [m/s] is
the mean flow velocity, ξk [-] is the hiding-and-exposure coefficient, A [-] is the
prefactor of the sediment transport relation, and B = 1.5 [-] is the power of the
excess bed shear stress. The ripple factor, which multiplies the bed shear stress and
account for the effect of bedforms on the formula, has been set to 1 for simplicity. The
calibration then takes into account the effect of the ripple factor.

The sediment transport is complemented by a hiding-and-exposure correction function
by Parker and Klingeman (1982):

ξk =

(
Dm

dk

)ASKLHE

, (3.2)

where Dm [m] is the mean grain size and b [-] is a parameter which determines the
degree to which sediment is influenced by hiding and exposure. The geometric mean
grain size may better represent the mean properties of the mixture but as this is not
implemented in Delft3D, the arithmetic mean grain size is used.
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Other hiding-exposure formulations that could be employed are the one by Egiazaroff
(1965) or the correction of Egiazaroff (1965) by Ashida and Michiue (1971). The
relation by Parker and Klingeman (1982) is chosen because it has a calibration factor
that can be tuned for modelling of this experiments, contrary to the other formulations.

Both the prefactor Acal (which is equal to 8 in the original relation) and the power
ASKLHE of the hiding and exposure relation are used for the calibration of the
sediment transport. The prefactor Acal was varied between 1 and 20 and the hiding
exposure exponent parameter ASKLHE ranged between 0.1 and 0.9. Both parameters
within reasonable values lead to obtaining 180 simulations. These are first compared
for the transport magnitude (cf. Figure 3.2)

In all simulations for the calibration the underlayer concept of (Hirano, 1971) is used,
where the active layer La has a thickness of ∆/2. In the case of the T5 simulation this
results in an active layer thickness of 0.019 m. Setting the active-layer thickness to half
the dune height is based on the idea that the upper boundary of the active layer (i.e,
the bed level) must be at the mean bed elevation (i.e., half the dune height) and the
lower end of the active layer is at the elevation of the dune troughs (i.e., half the dune
height below the mean bed level) (Ribberink, 1987; Blom and Parker, 2004). This is a
valid representation of the part of the bed that is mixed when bedform properties
remain constant with time and are relatively regular. In field cases modelling long term
development where dune height (and statistics) and mean bed elevation vary
substantially, usually a larger value is necessary for capturing the right celerity of
mixing changes. In this study, considering that a laboratory case is modelled, the
assumption of half dune height seems plausible and reasonable. The bookkeeping
layers all have a thickness of 0.01 m.

In the T5 experiment the coarsest fractions are immobile (Blom et al., 2003, Figure
10.). This in combination with the total transport is used to calibrate the transport
formula.

In Figure 3.3 the 10 simulations that better approximate the total load are compared to
the measured composition of the transport. The simulation with Acal=13 and
ASKLHE=0.9 may be the one that best performs in terms of fit to the data. However, a
key property in modelling this experiments is that, as it was measured, the coarsest
fractions are immobile under low flow conditions. For this reason, we select the
simulation with Acal=9 and ASKLHE=0.7. This is accurate enough for modelling the
total load and the load per size fraction and, most importantly, it correctly captures
immobility of the coarsest fractions. It would be possible to calibrate the sediment
transport rate of each size fraction individually for a perfect agreement. Still, the point
of this exercise is not to perfectly reproduce the experiments but to show the
consequences of modelling using the HANNEKE model.

Furthermore, it would be ideal to not only calibrate the sediment transport relation but
also validate it against more data or morphodynamic development. Data is scarce for
an extended validation and in this one-dimensional experiments no changes are
predicted when using the active-layer model (Section 3.4). For this reason and without
loss of generality, the calibrated formulation will be employed in the following steps.
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Figure 3.2 Total transport for various parameters of Acal and ASKLHE. The contour line de-
notes the measured transport per unit width for the T5 experiment.
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Figure 3.3 Composition of sediment load of T5 experiment for the 10 best performing with
magnitude comparison. The black line denotes the measured composition.
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3.3 Model setup
Having found the optimal coefficients for the sediment transport, the next steps are to
model the evolution of the bed level and the subsurface. To this end, two model
concepts are used of which the details can be found in (Chavarrías et al., 2021). The
first is the standard (Hirano, 1971) underlayer concept, and the second is the
HANNEKE model in which a sorting of immobile sediment from the active layer into a
coarse layer lying directly beneath it. An overview of the model concepts as applied in
the modelling of the (Blom et al., 2003) experiments is given below:

Model La Lc [mm] Hiding-exposure

Hirano ∆/2 - Active layer content

HANNEKE ∆/2 9.5 Combined active and coarse layer content

Table 3 Used model concepts for active layer and coarse layer thickness if present and for the
computation the hiding and exposure correction.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Sediment transport

The model was calibrated using the Hirano approach, and when applying the
HANNEKE model, the transport distribution is rather similar to the calibrated Hirano
approach (cf. Figure 3.4).

Using the HANNEKE model the coarse sediment is transferred to the coarse layer and
the overall transport is slightly larger in magnitude. This is because, as coarse
sediment is transferred to the coarse layer, the relative portion of sediment in transport
(in the active layer) is altered compared to the Hirano approach. This results in a
slightly higher, abut comparable, transport magnitude.

Although a separate calibration might be possible for each of the different models, the
approach shows comparable behaviour. In reality measurements will not be as
detailed as this experimental setup, and it is also useful for this and subsequent
studies that the sediment transport formula in use is the same. After applying the
different approaches to the T7 and T9 experiments, the transport of the HANNEKE
model shows comparable transport magnitude to the Hirano approach (cf. Table 4).
The transport for the T7 case is overestimated in comparison to the measured values.
For the purpose of this study, which is to show the practical implication of the
HANNEKE model in comparison to the Hirano model, the calibration suffices. As
explained in Section 3.2, the essence is that fractions are correctly modelled as mobile
or immobile depending on the flow and a difference in the magnitude of the transport
is less relevant. The lack of fit to the data is not only because of the parameters of the
calibrated sediment transport relation but also because the measured composition in
T9 is different than in T5 while the modelled one is not.

3.4.2 Bed composition
The evolution of the bed composition is shown in Figure 3.5. The initial composition is
shown in combination with the final equilibrium state. Neither in the active-layer nor in
the HANNEKE model there are changes in streamwise direction. The experiments
were conducted under normal flow conditions. As a consequence, the only fluxes of
sediment are vertical. There are no waves propagating in the streamwise direction
and the solution is the same at all locations.
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Figure 3.4 Transport for T5 for different methods.

Model / Measurement Experiment

T5 T7 T9

Hirano 3.23 8.67 3.32

HANNEKE 3.49 8.69 3.56

Measurement 3.15 5.46 3.77

Table 4 Sediment load 10−5 [m2/s] for varying models and as measured. In bold is the model
which was used for the calibration

In the T5 simulations initially the sediment composition is uniform over the vertical. As
the flow is in equilibrium and has a constant flow depth and velocity, using the Hirano
model does not result in a change of the subsurface composition. When using the
HANNEKE model the coarse layer develops and the coarse sediment is transferred
from the active layer.

The T7 simulation starts from the end composition of T5. Again here a normal flow is
imposed, and for this reason the initial condition is based on the subsurface
composition of the HANNEKE model. Basing it on Hirano, would result in no variation
over the vertical. Using the Hirano model as the active layer grows the subsurface
becomes uniform over the vertical. The HANNEKE model shows a coarser active layer
than in the T5 simulation as more fractions are now mobile. At the end of the T7 the
active layer has mixed with the initial coarse layer. The variation of the active layer is
minor at the end of the T7 experiment.
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Figure 3.5 Sediment composition for different experiments for different models. In each case
the initial composition is generated by the HANNEKE model

The T9 simulation starts again from the T7 HANNEKE result. If a Hirano approach had
been used throughout (T5 through T9) no variation in the subsurface would be found.
The Hirano model does not show a difference from the initial T9 situation, as the active
layer thickness is now reduced compared to the T7 situation. The T9 HANNEKE
simulation shows a coarse layer which is lower than in the T5 situation, after the
passage of the flood conditions. This indicates that some memory of the flood can be
captured using the additional sorting flux in the underlayer model. In the subsequent
chapters the relative influence of different terms will be simulated and discussed.

The comparison to the measured values is in theory possible from Figure 3.6, but this
is a qualitative assesement of the HANNEKE model and refining these choices and
the transport could improve the result quantitatively as well, but is sufficient to show
the principles of the model.

The measurements show that when sampling in the troughs the sediment is coarser
than the same location when sampling at the crest. This can be attributed to the
winnowing of fines from the coarse layer. This behaviour is not captured in the
HANNEKE model or the Hirano model. The measurements of T7 show a layer of
coarse sediment at the trough elevations which is not captured by neither the
HANNEKE nor the Hirano model. The Hirano model is not capable of capturing the
coarse-layer formation in any case and the HANNEKE model does not predict the
presence of the coarse layer because for this discharge all sediment is mobile.
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Figure 3.6 Core samples taken at crests and in troughs in experiments T5, T7, and T9 (Rhine
mixture): variation of D10, D30, D50, D70, and D90 over depth (see legend in top right plot)
compared with D10, D30, D50, D70, and D90 of the original mixture (see symbols at bottom
of each plot). The D50 of the original mixture is also indicated by the vertical dashed line (from
Blom et al. (2003)).
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4 1D idealized field case

In this section the models are applied to an idealized field case for studying the effects
and consequences of the different modelling and parameter choices.

4.1 Simulation set-up
A schematized one-dimensional domain inspired in the Waal is considered. The
domain is 100 km long. A single half-sinus flood wave with a period T =50 days is
imposed (Figure 4.7) preceded and succeeded by 50 days-long periods of low flow.
Considering a width equal to 280 m, the discharge varies between 1000 m3/s and
6000 m3/s. A Chézy friction type is employed with parameter 37 m1/2/s. The initial bed
is flat with a constant slope equal to 1× 10−4. This yields a normal flow depth for the
limit discharges equal to 4.53 m and 14.97 m, respectively. At the downstream end the
water level is fixed at 10 m. In this way, a backwater curve will be present that creates
streamwise changes.

The sediment is discretized into 5 size fractions with the sizes specified in Table 5.
Initially, the bed surface and substrate is composed of 20% of each size fraction (i.e.,
equally distributed). Sediment transport is modelled using the relation by Meyer-Peter
and Müller (1948) (Equation ((3.1))) with the power-law hiding exposure by Parker
et al. (1982) with parameter 0.7 (Equation ((3.2)). The sediment in the coarse layer is
not involved in computing the hiding-exposure effect. The alluvial active-layer
thickness is set proportional to the square root of flow depth with a factor αL = 0.3:

La = αL

√
H . (4.1)

Van Rijn (1984) proposes a relation varying with a power 0.7 of the flow depth. Here a
power 0.5 is employed for limiting the variation of the active-layer thickness to
reasonable values given the large changes in flow depth. Similarly, factor αL is chosen
for obtaining reasonable values given the conditions of the idealized case. The
minimum thickness of the active layer is set to 0.5 m. The coarse layer is set to a
constant equal to Lc =0.5 m. The substrate is discretized using 0.1 m thick layers.

fraction characteristic grain size dk [m]

1 0.0005

2 0.001

3 0.004

4 0.008

5 0.016

Table 5 Characteristic grain sizes of the reference simulation.
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Figure 4.7 Reference flood wave.

The timescale of the sediment flux from the active layer to the coarse layer is
(Chavarrías et al., 2020):

Timm =
LaΛcl

qb

, (4.2)

where Λcl is average length between the dune troughs which reach the coarse layer
which is equal to:

Λcl = αΛΛ (4.3)

where Λ [m] is the average dune length under alluvial conditions and αΛ [-] is a
parameter for considering the effect of the coarse layer in estimating the dune length:

αΛ = 1 + (αm − 1)
La

La0

, (4.4)

where αm ≥ 1 [-] is the maximum value of αΛ (reached when La = La0). Parameter
αm is set to 1.

The bed level and composition are fixed at the upstream end. A spin-up period of 2
days is used, such that hydrodynamics are stable before morphodynamic changes
start.

4.2 Parameter space
The reference simulation is run using the active layer and HANNEKE models. Key
parameters controlling the timescale of mixing in the HANNEKE model are the alluvial
active-layer thickness (controlled by αL), the coarse-layer thickness, and the
parameter relating the dune length to the timescale of immobile-sediment deposition
(i.e., αm). Nine simulations are run combining double and half the active-layer
thickness and coarse-layer thickness. One simulation is run in which αm is 10 times
smaller than in the reference case (i.e., immobile sediment depositions occurs 10
times faster). Table 6 summarizes all variations.
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Figure 4.8 Flood wave with half period.

The number of sediment size fractions in which the mixture is discretized is crucial.
The main property of the HANNEKE model is that immobile sediment is transferred to
the coarse layer underneath the active layer. Hence, whether a sediment size fraction
is mobile or not is of utmost importance. Using an increasing number of size fractions
usually implies that the range of characteristic grain sizes increases. Hence, when
increasing the number of characteristic grain sizes a certain amount of sediment will
be represented by a coarser grain size which may be immobile. To study this effect we
run a simulation with the same mixture as the original one but discretized using 2
sediment size fractions. The 4 coarsest size fractions are lumped in a single fraction
with an equivalent characteristic grain size equal to d2 =4.7568 mm obtained as the
geometric mean:

d2 = 2
∑N

k=2
1
4

log2 dk , (4.5)

where N is the number of size fractions.

The flood wave period has an influence on the mixing scale given that the timescale of
immobile sediment deposition depends on the sediment transport rate and the
active-layer thickness. For testing this, a simulation equal to the reference except for
the fact that period of the flood wave is halved is conducted. This is controlled by
parameter αT = Tr/T [-], which is the ration between the period of the reference
simulation and the period of the particular simulation (Table 6).
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# αL [-] Lc [m] N [-] αT [-] αm [-] legend

00 0.30 0.50 5 1 1.0 Hirano

01 0.30 0.50 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.30, Lc = 0.50 m

02 0.30 0.25 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.30, Lc = 0.25 m

03 0.30 1.00 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.30, Lc = 1.00 m

04 0.15 0.50 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.15, Lc = 0.50 m

05 0.15 0.25 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.15, Lc = 0.25 m

06 0.15 1.00 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.15, Lc = 1.00 m

07 0.60 0.50 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.60, Lc = 0.50 m

08 0.60 0.25 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.60, Lc = 0.25 m

09 0.60 1.00 5 1 1.0 αL = 0.60, Lc = 1.00 m

10 0.30 0.50 2 1 1.0 N = 2

11 0.30 0.50 5 2 1.0 αT = 2

12 0.30 0.50 5 1 0.1 αm = 0.1

Table 6 Idealized one-dimensional simulations. In the legend, only the values different from
the reference situation are mentioned.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Reference case

The initial condition is the same for all cases in terms of mean grain size at the bed
surface. Figure 4.9 present a longitudinal profile of the mean grain size. During the low
flow period before the flood wave there is an M1 backwater curve along the model
causing a decreasing sediment transport capacity in streamwise direction. This
causes that Fractions 4 and 5 are immobile along the whole river but Fraction 3 is
mobile only until x =35 km approximately being x the streamwise coordinate (Figure
4.10). Fractions 1 and 2 are mobile along the whole domain. As a consequence, the
coarse layer up to x =35 km right before the flood wave is coarser than from
x =35 km onwards. It may seem counter-intuitive that the coarse layer is finer under
lower flow conditions but it is correct and logical. In the upstream reach the coarse
layer is formed only by Fractions 4 and 5 while downstream is formed by 3, 4, and 5,
which yields a finer average. The situation at this point is not in equilibrium. As a
sediment size fraction becomes immobile in the domain, equilibrium would only be
achieved when the river bed has aggraded such that the coarse fraction entering the
model upstream reach the downstream end. This end result would be achieved in the
order of decades and is of little relevance for understanding the implications of the
model parameters.

In the active layer we observe that it is slightly finer from x =35 km onwards. This is
explained from the fact that it is only composed of Fractions 1 and 2 rather than 1, 2,
and 3, as it happens upstream from x =35 km. Noticeably, the active-layer thickness
is thinner from x =35 km onwards. This is because Fraction 3 is transferred from the
active layer to the coarse layer but there is no mobile material in the coarse layer to
replace it. The slight erosion observed at the transition point is explained by the
sudden decrease in sediment transport rate at the point as Fraction 3 becomes
immobile.
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Figure 4.9 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the start of the run 01.

Figure 4.10 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 01.
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Figure 4.11 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the flood wave peak in run 01.

At the peak of the flood wave all sediment is mobile and entrained (Figure 4.11).
Hence, there is no stratification. As the flood wave recedes, some size fraction start
becoming immobile and being transferred to the coarse layer (Figure 4.12). Eventually,
the river shows the profile in Figure 4.13.

Comparing the final profile after a period of low flow with the profile before the flood
wave (also after a period of low flow), a striking result is that at the end, the active layer
thickness substantially increases in streamwise direction, and no hard transition is
found at x =35 km. The reason that explains the larger active layer thickness at the
end of the run is that the flux of sediment to the coarse layer depends on the sediment
transport rate. Due to the M1 backwater curve, the sediment transport rate decreases
in streamwise direction and the transfer of sediment out of active layer slows down. A
coarsening in streamwise direction is observed due to the same mechanism. This
result is, again, realistic. A small amount of sediment transport after a flood event will
not be able to rework the sediment and transfer coarse sediment below via lee-face
sorting mechanisms.

The model predicts a band of coarse sediment (between z =5 m and z =7 m
approximately at x=0, being z the vertical coordinate). This is due to the fact that
when the coarse layer was at that elevation, the coarsest fractions were immobile and
transferred to the coarse layer. As the coarse layer moved upward when the active
layer became thinner, the coarse sediment was transferred to the substrate.
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Figure 4.12 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size after the flood wave peak in run 01.

Figure 4.13 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 01.
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4.3.2 Active-layer model
Contrary to the HANNEKE model, the active-layer model predicts negligible changes
in sediment composition for the whole simulation period (e.g., Figure 4.14). Figure
4.15 shows the same information using a colour scale specific to highlight the minimal
changes. The reason for this is that in the active-layer model vertical sorting is only
due to changes in mean bed elevation. Although a flood wave passes and there is a
backwater curve, the changes in mean bed elevation are not significant and hence
there is no appreciable change in composition. Although the active layer increases in
thickness during the flood wave, the sediment that is entrained has the same
composition as the sediment available in the active layer. Similarly, as the active-layer
thickness decreases, the sediment transferred to the substrate has the same
composition as the one in the active layer and no stratification arises.
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Figure 4.14 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 00.

Figure 4.15 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 00 using a colour
scale specific for this case.
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4.3.3 Active-layer thickness variation
An increase of the alluvial active-layer thickness has no effect in the situation before
the flood wave (Figure 4.16). This is because the active-layer thickness at this stage is
not limited by the alluvial value but by the availability of mobile sediment in the coarse
layer.

On the other hand, a decrease of the alluvial value with respect to the reference value
causes the coarse layer to be finer (Figures 4.17). In this case, the active layer
thickness is limited by the alluvial value. As the coarse layer has the same thickness
as in the reference case, the relative thickness of (i.e., also relative amount of
sediment in) the active layer with respect to the coarse layer decreases. Hence, there
is less amount of immobile sediment in the active layer and the coarse layer does not
form completely. There is still mobile sediment in the coarse layer which is not
transferred to the active layer because there is no more immobile sediment in the
active layer being deposited.

There is also a large difference in the situation at the peak of the flood wave. The case
with a large-active layer thickness (Figure 4.18) shows the same results as the
reference case. On the other hand, a smaller active-layer thickness causes the coarse
layer to be visible in the longitudinal profile (Figure 4.19). The reason is similar to the
previous case. While the coarse sediment in the coarse layer is mobile and could be
entrained into the active layer, this only occurs if the active layer has not reached its
alluvial value. In this case it would be more appropriate to speak about a coarse top
substrate layer rather than of a coarse layer, as this is not limiting transport in the
active layer.

The same features as in the reference case are observed at the end of the run in both
variations of the active-layer thickness with the difference that in the case that the
active layer is thinner, the coarse band of sediment in the substrate is at a higher
elevation because the thickness of sediment reworked has been smaller (Figures 4.20
and 4.21).
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Figure 4.16 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 07.

Figure 4.17 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 04.
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Figure 4.18 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the flood wave peak in run 07.

Figure 4.19 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the flood wave peak in run 04.
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Figure 4.20 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 07.

Figure 4.21 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 04.
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4.3.4 Coarse-layer thickness variation
Simulations 02 and 03 consider a thinner and thicker coarse layer compared to the
reference case, respectively. After the first period of low flow, a thinner coarse layer
causes a thinner active layer (Figure 4.22). Immobile sediment initially found in the
active layer deposits into the coarse layer, which at the same time provides mobile
material to the active layer. A thinner coarse layer implies that there is relatively less
sediment in it. As a consequence, there is also less mobile sediment to be transferred
to the active layer. The coarse layer becomes fully immobile earlier than in the
reference case and the active layer stops growing.

The opposite occurs if the coarse-layer thickness is thicker (Figure 4.23). Relatively,
more mobile sediment is initially in the coarse layer, which is transferred to the active
layer as immobile sediment in the active layer moves down. In this case, the
active-layer thickness achieves its alluvial value. This is seen not only from the fact
that active layer is thicker than in the reference case, but also from the fact that the
coarse layer is finer, as it still has mobile material that could be transferred.

A decrease in the coarse-layer thickness has no significant impact in the stratigraphy
at the peak of the flood wave (Figure 4.24). The coarsest fraction becomes mobile and
it transferred to the active layer as it increases in thickness. The same mechanism as
in the reference case is observed. The coarse layer is fully formed before the flood
wave, limiting the active-layer thickness. As the flow is able to mobile the sediment in
the coarse layer, this is transferred to the active layer, which increases in thickness
instantaneously given that it is below its alluvial value.

On the other hand, an increase in the coarse-layer thickness causes this to be visible
during the peak of the flood wave (Figure 4.25). In this case, the active-layer thickness
is not initially limited by the coarse layer being fully formed. During the rising stage of
the flood wave the active layer increases in thickness always being able to reach its
alluvial value. The coarse layer becomes coarser but not completely immobile. In the
final stage of the rising, the coarsest fraction in the coarse layer becomes mobile and
a part of it is transferred to the active layer but the active layer achieves its alluvial
value while there is still coarse sediment underneath. Equally to the previous, in this
case, the coarse layer behaves simply as a coarse top substrate layer.

The previous mechanism causes a different stratigraphy at the end of the run. A large
amount of coarse sediment marks the maximum extent of the active layer when the
coarse layer is thick (Figure 4.26). The coarse top substrate layer remains where it
was at the peak of the flood wave. As the flood wave receded, the coarsest sediment
size fractions become immobile and are transferred to the coarse layer. A decreasing
active layer thickness causes the coarse layer to move upwards, which causes a
transfer of coarse sediment to the substrate. This causes the layers of coarse
sediment on top of the much coarser lowermost layer.

When the coarse layer is thin there is no coarse top substrate layer and the
stratification is only due to the mechanism explained above (Figure 4.27). A thinner
coarse layer again allows for a faster coarsening in the low flow period, clearly visible
in the upstream end of the domain.
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Figure 4.22 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 02.

Figure 4.23 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 03.
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Figure 4.24 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the flood wave peak in run 02.

Figure 4.25 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the flood wave peak in run 03.
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Figure 4.26 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 03.

Figure 4.27 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 02.
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4.3.5 Proportional variation of the layer thicknesses
Simulations 05 and 09 model a proportional decrease and increase in active-layer and
coarse-layer thickness. The same grain size distribution as in the reference case is
found in both cases (Figures 4.28 and 4.29). When the active layer is thinner, less
immobile sediment is available for being transferred from the active layer to the coarse
layer. At the same time, the fact that the coarse layer is also thinner implies that the
same amount of immobile sediment deposited causes a larger change in grain size
distribution. The proportions of the layers being kept constant causes no overall effect
in the grain size. The same happens at the peak of the flood wave.

The situation is different at the end of the run. The case with thinner layers (Figure
4.30) shows a larger degree of coarse-layer formation than the case with thick layers
(Figure 4.31). Although the relative amount of sediment is constant, the timescale of
immobile sediment deposition depends on the absolute value of the active-layer
thickness (Equation (4.2)). The case with a larger absolute value of the active-layer
thickness requires more time to reach the same degree of coarsening of the coarse
layer. This was not visible in the case prior to the flood wave because the situation was
close to equilibrium, while this is not the case after the flood wave.
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Figure 4.28 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 05.

Figure 4.29 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 09.
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Figure 4.30 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 05.

Figure 4.31 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 09.
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4.3.6 Number of size fractions
Simulation 10 models 2 sediment size fractions rather than 5 as in the reference
simulation. Although the initial mean grain size is the same, the situation prior to the
flood wave is substantially different (Figure 4.32). The coarse sediment size fraction is
immobile starting from approximately x =10 km. This fractions amounts to 80% of the
total sediment contrary to the reference case, in which immobile sediment after the
sudden change (at x =35 km) amounts to 60% of the total. In the case with 2
sediment size fractions the coarse layer forms earlier and the active layer becomes
thinner as a consequence. The lack of mobile sediment is so large that there is a point
in which the active layer thickness is virtually 0.

At the peak of the flood wave all sediment is mobile and there is barely no
stratification. After the flood wave, again the coarse fraction becomes immobile
starting from x =10 km deposits in the coarse layer (Figure 4.33). This forms
completely in the upstream part contrary to the reference case but does not in the
downstream end, as the timescale of immobile sediment deposition increases due to a
larger active layer thickness and smaller sediment transport rate. Interestingly, while
the reference simulation models coarser fractions than the case with 2 fractions, the
coarse layers is much more developed in the latter than the former.
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Figure 4.32 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 10.

Figure 4.33 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 10.
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4.3.7 Period of the flood wave
The period of the flood wave (Simulation 11) has no effect on the stratification at the
peak of the flood wave (Figure 4.34). This is because entrainment of mobile sediment
in the coarse layer is instantaneous if the active layer is smaller than the alluvial value
relegating the period to an irrelevant variable.

Nevertheless, after the flood wave the stratification is different (Figure 4.35). The
coarse layer is less developed and the active layer is coarser. This is due to the fact
that the timescale of the flux of sediment between the active layer and the coarse layer
is the same in both simulations but the time that passes from the peak until the end of
the flood wave is shorter if the period is shorter.
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Figure 4.34 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the peak of the flood wave in run 11.

Figure 4.35 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size after the flood wave in run 11.
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4.3.8 Timescale of immobile sediment flux
Simulation 12 is equal to the reference except for the fact that the timescale of the flux
of sediment is increases by decreasing the average length between dune troughs. The
effect is slightly visible before the flood wave (Figure 4.36). The active layer is slightly
finer when the flux is increased. This shows that the reference had not reach
equilibrium.

At the peak of the flood wave the situation is the same as entrainment of mobile
sediment is instantaneous. After the flood wave there are significant differences.
When the flux of sediment is large, coarse sediment is deposited faster in the coarse
layer and eventually reaches the substrate as the active-layer thickness decreases
(Figure 4.37). Hence, a clearer band of coarse sediment is found in the substrate. This
is also clearer at the end of the run (Figure 4.38). It is clearly visible when each
sediment size fraction became immobile as it was transferred to the coarse layer and
deposited in the substrate forming a band. The coarse layer at the final stage is much
more developed than in the reference case.
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Figure 4.36 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size before the flood wave in run 12.

Figure 4.37 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size after the flood wave in run 12.
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Figure 4.38 Longitudinal profile of the mean grain size at the end of run 12.

4.3.9 Results comparison
Figures 4.39-4.43 present the mean grain size in all cases for comparison.
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Figure 4.39 Mean grain size of the active layer at the start of the runs.
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Figure 4.40 Mean grain size of the active layer before the flood wave.
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Figure 4.41 Mean grain size of the active layer at the peak of the flood wave.
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Figure 4.42 Mean grain size of the active layer after the flood wave.
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Figure 4.43 Mean grain size at the end of the runs.
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5 2D idealized field case

One-dimensional set-ups greatly facilitate the modelling exercises. This is not only
because simulations are substantially faster and the analysis becomes simpler, but
especially because the complexities due to two-dimensional features such as river
bars are eliminated. Nevertheless, these complexities play a role in the usual
applications and need to be studied.

For this reason, the two-dimensional consequences of applying the different modelling
options are studied in this chapter. To this end, an idealized two-dimensional
simulation is set-up in which the bed is unstable to growth of free alternate bars
(Colombini et al., 1987; Siviglia et al., 2013). Simulations with constant discharge
starting from a flat bed in which part of the sediment mixture is immobile are carried
out using both the HANNEKE and the active-layer model.

5.1 Simulation set-up
A straight river with fixed banks is considered. The key parameter controlling growth of
free bars is the width-to-depth ratio (Colombini et al., 1987; Siviglia et al., 2013).
Hence, in determining the width of the channel, the flow and sediment conditions are
first considered. A constant Chézy friction coefficient equal to 37.44 m1/2/s
(Cf = 0.007) is assumed. Aiming at a depth-averaged velocity equal to 1 m/s and a
flow depth of 1 m, the unitary flow discharge is set to 1 m2/s. This yields an initial bed
slope under normal flow conditions equal to 7.1356× 10−4. The downstream water
level is set to 0 m and the initial bed level at the downstream end to −1 m, such that
flow is initially normal. The bed is initially flat in the transverse direction. A random
perturbation in bed elevation of order of magnitude equal to 1 cm is applied to
accelerate the growth of bars.

Two sediment-size fractions with characteristic grain sizes equal to 0.001 m and
0.01 m are considered. Initially, the bed surface is composed of 50 % of each size
fraction. The sediment transport rate is modelled using the relation by Meyer-Peter
and Müller (1948) (Equation (3.1)) without hiding-exposure correction. This is because
a key ingredient in the simulation is that only fine sediment is mobile and the standard
relations (e.g., Egiazaroff (1965)) predict motion of the coarse sediment. The
bed-slope effect is modelled using the relation by Koch and Flokstra (1981):

gsk = Asθ
Bs
k , (5.1)

where As [−] and Bs [−] are nondimensional parameters and θk [−] is the Shields
(1936) stress. Different values of the coefficients As and Bs have been proposed (for
a review, see Baar et al. (2018)). For simplicity we use As = 1, Bs = 0 such that the
bed-slope effect is independent from the bed shear stress (Engelund and Skovgaard,
1973; Engelund, 1975).

Using these parameters, the critical width-to-depth ratio is studied analytically by
computing the growth rate of the eigenvalues of the linear problem as a function of the
wave number (Figure 5.44). The reader is referred to Chavarrías et al. (2019) for
details on the computation. This figure shows that for a transversal wavelength smaller
than 56.6 m there is no growth of perturbations. As the first mode (i.e., alternate bars
with wavelength equal to twice the width) is the most unstable, the width must be
larger than 28.3 m for bars to grow. A width equal to 30 m is set.
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Figure 5.44 Growth rate of perturbations added to the reference case as a function of the
wave number and the wavelength. The subplots in the two columns show the same informa-
tion but highlight the behaviour for large wave numbers (left column) and for large wavelengths
(right column). Red and green indicates growth and decay of perturbations, respectively.

The length is equal to 3000 m, which guarantees enough distance for bars to develop.
10 cells are used to discretize the width and 300 for the length. 24 days of
morphodynamic development are modelled, which is sufficient for observing alternate
bars.

5.2 Simulation plan
The first simulation runs using the active layer model. The active-layer thickness is set
to 1 m. The second simulations runs using the HANNEKE model. The alluvial active
layer thickness is set to 1 m and the coarse-layer thickness to 0.5 m. Parameter
αm = 1, and αL = 1 without loss of generality. As the key parameter identified in the
parameter study is the ratio between the alluvial active-layer thickness and the
coarse-layer thickness, a third simulation is executed which is equal to the second
simulation except for the fact that the coarse-layer thickness is equal to 0.05 m (Table
7).
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# La [m] Lc [m] model

00 1.0 - Hirano

01 1.0 0.50 HANNEKE

02 1.0 0.05 HANNEKE

Table 7 Idealized two-dimensional simulations. La is the alluvial active-layer thickness in the
case of the HANNEKE model.

5.3 Results
Figure 5.47 shows the flow depth in the final state when using the active-layer model.
As expected, alternate bars have grown which propagate downstream. The bed
surface is approximately composed by 50 % of each size fraction (Figure 5.46). This is
reasonable as the only sorting processes are due to streamwise gradients. The
composition of fine sediment is in phase with respect to flow depth. At shallow
locations (i.e., at the crest of the bars) the composition is finer. The sediment transport
rate is composed of only fine sediment (coarse is immobile) and is approximately
1.2 m2/s (Figure 5.47).

When applying the HANNEKE model with the parameters in Simulation 01, the
two-dimensional pattern is approximately the same as when using the active-layer
model (Figure 5.48). Bars have grown slightly faster (maximum flow depth around
1.06 m contrary to 1.03 m). Crucially, the composition of the bed surface is completely
different, as in this case it is almost entirely composed of fine sediment (Figure 5.49).
This is due to the fact that coarse immobile sediment has been deposited in the
coarse layer. Still, the transport rate is approximately the same (Figure 5.50).

The fact that the pattern is the same can be explained from the fact that it depends on
the sediment transport rate and its derivatives with respect to the flow depth, velocity,
and volume fraction content of each size fraction (Chavarrías et al., 2019). The same
sediment transport relation is employed in the HANNEKE model and the active-layer
model and the coarse layer is thick enough such that the alluvial active-layer thickness
is reached. In this case, the sediment transport rate and its derivatives are the same
and the linear analysis predicts no difference between the two cases. The differences
are due to the transition phase experimented in the HANNEKE model while coarse
sediment is being transferred down and replaced by fine sediment.

In Simulation 02 the coarse-layer thickness is significantly reduced, which causes a
different pattern (Figure 5.51). In this case, bars are less visible and the amplitude
smaller. The thin coarse layer causes the coarse layer to form completely before all
immobile sediment has been transferred out of the active layer. As a consequence, the
active-layer thickness reduces and the sediment transport rate reduces accordingly,
which slows down growth of bars. The sediment transport rate in this case is smaller
than in the reference simulation with the HANNEKE model but still comparable to the
active-layer model simulation. The difference in pattern between Simulation 00 and
Simulation 02 although the transport is similar is explain by the transient period in
which large vertical fluxes of sediment occur. Nevertheless, this point requires further
study and elaboration.
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Figure 5.45 Flow depth in the final state in Simulation 00.

Figure 5.46 Volume fraction content of size fraction 1 in the final state in Simulation 00.
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Figure 5.47 Bedload transport magnitude in the final state in Simulation 00.

Figure 5.48 Flow depth in the final state in Simulation 01.
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Figure 5.49 Volume fraction content of size fraction 1 in the final state in Simulation 01.

Figure 5.50 Bedload transport magnitude in the final state in Simulation 01.
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Figure 5.51 Flow depth in the final state in Simulation 02.

Figure 5.52 Volume fraction content of size fraction 1 in the final state in Simulation 02.
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Figure 5.53 Bedload transport magnitude in the final state in Simulation 02.
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6 Implications for field modeling

The key results of the study are that:

• The HANNEKE model is crucial for modelling the formation and break-up of a
coarse layer.

• The relative thickness between the coarse layer and the alluvial active layer are the
main control parameter of the development of a coarse layer.

• A thick coarse layer relative to the alluvial active layer increases the chances that
the active layer reaches its alluvial value, as more sediment is available in the
coarse layer for exchange.

• A thin coarse layer relative to the alluvial active layer limits the chances that the
active layer reaches its alluvial value. As a consequence, the chances of a drastic
increase in active-layer thickness due to break-up of the coarse layer increase.

• Given an equal proportion of thicknesses, a larger alluvial active layer thickness in
general decreases the stratification, as the timescale of the flux of sediment
increases.

• Given an equal proportion of thicknesses, shorter dunes in general increase the
stratification, as the timescale of the flux of sediment increases.

• Decreasing the number of size fractions keeping the mean grain size constant may
cause different results depending on whether the mean grain size of the lumped
fractions is mobile or not at different stages.

• For a case in which the coarsest fractions are lumped together, an expected
outcome is that the amount of immobile material increases, causing a coarser
coarse layer and limiting the thickness of the active layer.

• The period of a flood wave has not significant effect on the stratification except for
the fact that degree of coarsening of the coarse layer depends on the absolute
time. Hence, the situation after a flood wave depends on the period of the flood
wave.

• The HANNEKE model does not significantly alter the two-dimensional pattern of
free alternate bars provided that the coarse layer is thick enough such that the
active-layer thickness reaches its alluvial value.

• In the presence of a formed coarse layer which limits the extent of the active-layer
thickness to a value below the alluvial one the growth rate of bars is smaller than
when employing the active-layer model.

The above results have implications for modelling of field cases. The active-layer
model does not explicitly model the formation and break-up of a coarse layer, but does
so implicitly with the sediment transport. While the composition of the active layer or
substrate does not significantly change during a flood wave, the sediment transport
rate does as sediment that is immobile under low flow conditions becomes mobile
during the peak of the flood wave. Moreover, the active-layer model is simpler, having
less parameters and dependencies than the HANNEKE model. For this reason, the
active-layer model should always be used as a benchmark and the results of the
HANNEKE model should be interpreted in comparison to the active-layer model.

The HANNEKE model has a large set of parameters that can technically be tuned and
calibrated. For the alluvial active-layer thickness, the most reasonable strategy is to
relate it to flow depth and tune the prefactor such that the approximate dune height
under alluvial conditions as measured in the field is captured.
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This is simpler than directly relating it to dune height and computationally faster, as it
does not involve solving an advection-diffusion equation. Moreover, what is most
relevant is the proportion between alluvial active-layer thickness and coarse-layer
thickness rather than the absolute value of the active-layer thickness itself. Certainly,
the order of magnitude of the active-layer thickness is crucial, as the celerity of sorting
waves depends on it, but the order of magnitude is equally well-captured by a simpler
or a complex relation for it.

The number of size fractions seems to be of high importance, but the key is not the
number of fractions but the amount of sediment that is immobile. What is key is to
properly capture the fraction of sediment that is immobile at every stage. Using a small
number of size fractions increases the difficulty of accurately modelling the right
proportion of immobile sediment. Moreover, in this case adding one more size fraction
may cause large differences in the results. It is suggested to use a large number of
size fractions. A test to guarantee that enough size fractions are used could be to split
each fraction in two and compare the results. The implications derived from the results
should not change when increasing the number of size fractions.

Modelling of hiding-exposure is crucial is capturing the proportion of immobile
sediment. This should be calibrated based on measurements. In case it is not
possible, the essential point for setting hiding-exposure is that it must capture the
change in mobility of the coarsest fractions for the different flow conditions. First the
fractions that should be mobile at every stage are to be decided and then
hiding-exposure must be set to that end. Once the hiding-exposure is set, it will not
have an effect on the number of size fractions given that the mean grain size remains
constant. Worded differently, the transport or mobility of a size fraction will not be
affected by adding a new size fraction provided that the mean grain size remains
constant.

As for the coarse-layer thickness, the thinnest it can be is related is physically related
to the size of the coarsest size fractions in the mixture (e.g., the d90). It is reasonable
to assume that the part of the bed reworked by the active layer where coarse sediment
is deposited is related to the active-layer thickness. The bed is reworked by the
troughs of the bedforms and as a consequence it is best interpreted as a fraction of
the active-layer thickness. Hence the maximum would be the that it is equal to the
alluvial active-layer thickness. Given these limits, the proposed approach is to use it as
a calibration. By fixing the alluvial active-layer thickness, the thicknesses proportion is
solely controlled by the coarse-layer thickness and it should be set such that the
alluvial active-layer thickness is correctly captured under the conditions observed in
the field.

Measurements of the sediment transport rate at different stages are scarce but one of
the most important metrics for the quality of a morphodynamic model. If available,
calibration should not only be based on thickness of the active layer but also on
sediment transport for varying discharges. Similarly, the main improvement of the
HANNEKE model is the ability to better describe changes in sediment composition.
Unfortunately, these measurements are scarce. If available, these should be the main
target variable in calibrating the model.

The parameter setting the length of the dunes has a large impact on the timescale of
immobile sediment deposition. We would not use this factor as a calibration factor. We
consider a better strategy is to calibrate only based on the coarse-layer thickness,
assuming a reasonable length of the dunes from measurements (similar to the alluvial
active-layer thickness).
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If the calibration results are physically unrealistic, (i.e., the coarse layer has an
unrealistic thickness) both dune length and height should be revisited.

The study has been limited to a case with a single flood wave. This conveniently limits
the simulation time and allows for a broader parameter study. A second flood waves
would entrain sediment previously deposited. It would be interesting to study
convergence to a dynamic equilibrium with the passing of flood waves depending on
the model parameters.

Similarly, the simulation time and the boundary condition imposed upstream (fixed
bed) limit the bed elevation changes. It would be interesting to study long simulations
with changes in mean bed elevation. This could be done by simply increasing the
simulation time as well as with a different boundary conditions upstream causing
erosion or sedimentation or introducing a trench in the domain.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

7.1 Summary
The active-layer and HANNEKE models have been applied to a laboratory experiment
emulating the stratigraphy created during a flood wave. Only the HANNEKE model is
able to capture explicitly the break-up and formation of a coarse layer underneath
migrating bedforms. The active-layer model predicts no changes in grain size
distribution. Nevertheless, the sediment transport can be used as a proxy for the
break-up of an armour layer when using the active-layer model, as immobile sediment
suddenly becomes mobile. The application of the HANNEKE model is satisfactory, as
it captures the essence of the laboratory experiment.

For gaining understanding on the effect of the model parameters, the HANNEKE
model is applied to an idealized one-dimensional case with reference values emulating
the Waal River. The alluvial active-layer thickness, coarse-layer thickness, period of
the flood wave, number of size fraction and exchange parameter are varied. The ratio
between alluvial active-layer thickness and coarse-layer thickness appears to be the
key parameter.

The implications of using the HANNEKE model with respect to the two-dimensional
pattern are studied using an idealized case. When the active-layer thickness is not
limited by the development of a coarse layer, no significant differences arise. The
presence of a coarse layer slows down morphodynamic development.

Implications for field scenarios are discussed in combination with the key components
to have in mind when using the HANNEKE model.

7.2 Research questions
In this section the research questions are answered.

Under which conditions is the HANNEKE model suitable and necessary? What
are the essential differences compared to the state-of-the-art model (i.e, the
active-layer or Hirano model)?

Only when interested in modelling mixed-size sediment morphodynamics (i.e.,
changes in bed composition), the HANNEKE model must be considered. The
HANNEKE model provides a more advanced solution compared to the state-of-the-art
model (i.e., the active-layer model) only in the presence of immobile sediment.
Worded differently, if all sediment is always mobile, there is no added value in applying
the HANNEKE model.

The HANNEKE model is strictly necessary when explicitly predicting the formation and
break-up of a coarse layer. The alternative active-layer model is incapable of
reproducing such a physical process explicitly.

The HANNEKE model is of particular interest when modelling the effect of flood
waves. In this case, the HANNEKE model is able to capture the fact that coarse
sediment is transferred downwards by flood waves. Such a process is not reproduced
by the active-layer model.
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In general, the active-layer model does not reproduce vertical sediment fluxes due to,
for instance, lee-face sorting mechanisms. Only streamwise gradients in sediment
transport per size fraction lead to changes in sediment composition (apart from an
increase in active layer thickness when the substrate has a different composition than
the active layer). As such, under normal-flow conditions the active-layer model does
not predict changes in composition. On the contrary, the HANNEKE model does
predict changes in stratigraphy under normal-flow conditions due to deposition of
immobile sediment or entrainment of previously immobile sediment.

Which are the most relevant parameters of the HANNEKE model and what is
their role? How sensitive are the results to variation in the model parameters?

The sediment transport predictor is key, as it controls whether sediment is mobile or
not, as well as the celerity at which sediment is transferred from the active layer to the
coarse layer. Nevertheless, the sediment transport predictor is equally important in the
standard active-layer model.

The alluvial thickness of the active layer, thickness of the coarse layer, number of size
fractions, celerity of flow changes, and timescale of sediment deposition play a
relevant point. A description of the effect of each parameters is given in Section 6.
From these parameters, the most relevant one appears to be the relative thickness of
the alluvial active layer respect to the coarse layer thickness. This controls whether a
coarse layer forms or not.

How should the model parameters be chosen?

A limitation of the HANNEKE model is that it has several additional parameters
compared to the active-layer model. Moreover, these are not easily measurable not
even in a controlled laboratory environment. The proposed approach consist of
applying reasonable values based on, in order of preference, field data, laboratory
experiments, and expert knowledge, for all parameters except for the coarse-layer
thickness, which is then used as a calibration parameter. The calibration should be
based on the coarse layer forming and breaking-up at the correct times (or conditions
in general). If the calibration procedure leads to physically unrealistic values of the
coarse-layer thickness, the suitability of the other parameters should be revised.

7.3 Recommendations
The HANNEKE model has proved to correctly capture the transport of fine sediment
over immobile sediment against laboratory data (Chavarrías et al., 2020). In this
project it has been shown that it also correctly captures the key physical processes of
the formation and break-up of an armour layer against laboratory data. A parameter
study has been conducted leading to a clear view of the most important variables as
well as a calibration strategy. For this reason, it is recommended to apply the
HANNEKE model to a pilot field case as a next step.

From development of the model by (Chavarrías et al., 2020), some points of further
development still remain. Currently, the thickness below which the sediment transport
rate is reduced (Struiksma’s parameter, THRESH in Delft3D), is set to a constant
parameter. It is necessary that this parameter is linked to the alluvial active-layer
thickness. Implementation of this is relatively simple and has been explored, but it
should be thoroughly tested.
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When the coarse layer moves upwards due to, for instance, an increase in bed
elevation under constant active-layer thickness conditions or a decrease in active-layer
thickness under constant bed elevation conditions, immobile sediment in the coarse
layer moves vertically. This is unrealistic, as immobile sediment should, in essence, be
immobile. To overcome this limitation, the flux of sediment from the coarse layer to the
substrate under should be composed of immobile sediment only if this exists in the
coarse layer.

The active-layer model may be ill-posed (Ribberink, 1987; Chavarrías et al., 2018).
When the model becomes ill-posed, the set of equations does not properly represent
the physical processes and results should not be trusted. Ill-posed problems develop
growing oscillations that scale with the grid. A smaller grid causes faster-growing
oscillations that unrealistically mix the bed. Ill-posedness is independent of the
numerical solver as it is a limitation of the equations that are solved, and not a problem
of how are the equations solved. In other words, it is not a bug and only solving a
different set of equations that better capture the dynamics of the situation is a solution.

As the HANNEKE model is a different model than the active-layer model, it could well
be that it solves for the problem of ill-posedness. However, this is not the case. When
all sediment is mobile there is no difference between HANNEKE and the active-layer
model. Hence, at least when all sediment is mobile, the HANNEKE model will also be
ill-posed under the same conditions than the active-layer model is. It is possible that
the transfer of immobile sediment to a coarse layer underneath the active layer limits
the conditions in which the model become ill-posed. This is because, while in the
HANNEKE model there is a flux between the substrate and the coarse layer which is
the same as between the substrate and the active layer in the active-layer model, the
composition of the coarse layer is unaffected by the sediment transport divergence,
contrary to the composition of the active layer. Still, this speculation requires a proper
study in terms of perturbation analysis.

It is recommended to study the conditions under which the HANNEKE model becomes
ill-posed. Furthermore, it is recommended to study whether the regularization strategy
for the two-dimensional active-layer model proposed by (Chavarrías, 2019) also
regularizes the HANNEKE model.
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